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I. STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

The Suquamish Indian Tribe (“Suquamish”) concurs with Appellant Lummi 

Nation’s (“Lummi”) Statement of Jurisdiction in accordance with Circuit Rule 12-

2.2. 

II. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

Suquamish concurs with Lummi’s Statement of the Issues. 

III. ADDENDUM OF PERTINENT LAWS 

Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28-2.7, pertinent statutes and regulations are 

contained within the addendum to this brief. 

IV. STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Suquamish concurs with Lummi’s Statement of the Case and Standard of 

Review. 

V. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

This Court’s recent ruling in Tulalip Tribes v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 794 

F.3d 1129 (9th Cir. 2015) (“Tulalip”) requires the reversal of the District Court’s 

Order.1  Tulalip made clear and reinforced the prior decisions of this Court 

applying the Muckleshoot Analysis2 in holding that evidence of travel or fishing, in 

                                                 
1 ER 2-26 (District Court’s Order). 
2 “Muckleshoot Analysis” refers generally to this Court’s prior decisions in 
Muckleshoot Tribe v. Lummi Indian Tribe, 141 F.3d 1355 (9th Cir. 1998) 
(“Muckleshoot I”), Muckleshoot Indian Tribe v. Lummi Indian Nation, 234 F.3d 
1099 (9th Cir. 2000) (“Muckleshoot II”), United States v. Muckleshoot Indian 
Tribe, 235 F.3d 429 (9th Cir. 2000) (“Muckleshoot III”). 
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the disjunctive, is sufficient to defeat a challenge to the geographic scope of a 

Tribe’s U&A brought pursuant to Paragraph 25(a)(1).3 

This Court’s decision in Tulalip was issued on July 27, 2015—just ten (10) 

days after the District Court entered its order denying Lummi’s motion for 

summary judgment, and granting summary judgment in favor of the Appellees, 

Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe, Jamestown S’Klallam Tribe, and Port Gamble 

S’Klallam Tribe (collectively “S’Klallam”).  The District Court’s Order is 

premised on a fundamental misapplication of this Court’s prior decisions setting 

forth the Muckleshoot Analysis and the scope of Lummi’s usual and accustomed 

fishing grounds and stations (“U&A”),4 and improperly concluded that it is more 

likely than not that Judge Boldt intended to exclude the Contested Waters from 

Lummi’s U&A.5  It is probable that the District Court would not have reached the 

same conclusion with the benefit of this Court’s holding in Tulalip regarding the 

import of evidence of travel in the Muckleshoot Analysis to use as guidance.  

                                                 
3 Tulalip, 794 F.3d at 1135-1136 (so holding); see also U.S. v. Lummi Indian 
Nation, 235 F.3d 443, 452 (9th Cir. 2000) (holding Lummi has U&A in Admiralty 
Inlet based on its status as a likely used travel route at treaty time). 
4 E.g., U.S. v. Lummi Indian Nation, 235 F.3d 443. 
5 The “Contested Waters” refers to the waters described by S’Klallam in their 
Request for Determination (“RFD”) as “the marine waters northeasterly of a line 
running from Trial Island near Victoria, British Columbia, to Point Wilson on the 
westerly opening of Admiralty Inlet, bounded on the east by Admiralty Inlet and 
Whidbey Island, and bounded on the North by Rosario Strait, the San Juan Islands, 
and Haro Strait.”  ER 288 at ¶ 2. 
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The Contested Waters are an open, deeper salt-water area of the Puget 

Sound located between uncontested Lummi U&A in the San Juan Islands and 

Northern Puget Sound, and other U&A located in Admiralty Inlet that Judge Boldt 

likely understood Lummi used regularly as a travel route and for fishing at treaty-

time.6  Indeed, S’Klallam conceded below that Lummi would have necessarily had 

to travel through the Contested Waters in order to reach the southern terminus of 

Lummi’s U&A at the “environs of Seattle.”  General evidence, in the form of 

expert reports of Dr. Barbara Lane that were considered by Judge Boldt,7 coupled 

with the plain text of Judge Boldt’s description of Lummi’s U&A “from the Fraser 

River” to “the present environs of Seattle” describing north-south travel,8 

constitutes “some evidence” that was before Judge Boldt of Lummi travel or 

fishing in the Contested Waters, and thereby precludes S’Klallam from meeting its 

burden under the Muckleshoot Analysis to show that there was no evidence before 

                                                 
6 See U.S. v. Washington, 384 F. Supp. 312, at 360-361 (W.D. Wash. 1974) 
(“Boldt I”) (FF 45 and FF 46 describing Lummi’s U&A). 
7 See, e.g., Dr. Barbara Lane’s report “Political and Economic Aspects of Indian-
White Culture in Western Washington in the Mid-19th Century,” May 10, 1973, 
ER 50-100 (in particular at ER 73) (noting use of deeper salt water areas, like the 
Contested Waters, for fishing by all those traveling through); accord Tulalip, 794 
F.3d at 1135 (noting same and import of Dr. Lane’s Report). 
8 See U.S. v. Washington, 384 F. Supp. 312, at 360-361 (W.D. Wash. 1974) 
(“Boldt I”) (FF 45 and FF 46 describing Lummi’s U&A). 
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Judge Boldt supporting Lummi travel or fishing in the Contested Waters.9  The 

District Court’s findings to the contrary are wrong and necessitate reversal. 

In the alternative, there is no evidence in the record or language in Judge 

Boldt’s Order suggesting that he intended to preclude Lummi from asserting the 

existence of U&A in waters not described in Boldt I.  To the contrary, Judge Boldt 

specifically stated that his findings for each Tribe’s U&A were not intended to be 

all inclusive.10  This Court, in its prior decision reversing the District Court, based 

on the inapplicability of the law of the case doctrine, held that the eastern boundary 

of the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Lummi’s U&A in the Contested Waters had not 

been “decided explicitly or by necessary implication.”11  Paragraph 25(a)(6) of the 

permanent injunction allows a Tribe to invoke the District Court’s continuing 

jurisdiction to establish “the location of [its] usual and accustomed fishing grounds 

not specifically determined by Final Decision #1.”12  Therefore, in the event this 

Court holds that the record before Judge Boldt indicates that he did not intend his 

description of Lummi’s U&A to include the Contested Waters based on a no 

evidence determination, this case should be remanded with instructions to allow 

                                                 
9 Tulalip, 794 F.3d at 1135-1136 (noting same with respect to identical evidence). 
10 Boldt I, 384 F. Supp. at 333 (“For each of the plaintiff tribes, the findings set 
forth information regarding the organization and membership of the tribe, and 
some, but by no means all, of the principal usual and accustomed fishing places.”) 
(emphasis added). 
11 U.S. v. Lummi Nation, 763 F.3d 1180, 1187-88 (9th Cir. 2014) (so holding). 
12 U.S. v. Washington, 18 F. Supp. 3d at 1213.   
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Lummi to put on evidence regarding the existence of U&A in the Contested 

Waters pursuant to Paragraph 25(a)(6) because the mere lack of evidence does not 

suggest Judge Boldt intended to conclusively exclude those waters. 

VI. ARGUMENT 

A. This Court’s recent holding in Tulalip Tribes v. Suquamish Indian Tribe 
requires a reversal of the District Court’s finding that the Contested Waters 
are not within the U&A described by Judge Boldt. 

The fundamental goal of the inquiry under the Muckleshoot Analysis is to 

determine the intent of Judge Boldt in connection with analyzing the meaning of 

his Order.  In a 25(a)(1) proceeding, the party (here Lummi) whose U&A is being 

challenged is not required to identify specific historical evidence before Judge 

Boldt that would have been sufficient to support a finding of U&A in the first 

instance.13  Such a standard would transform the 25(a)(1) proceeding from a means 

to police truly new activity of a Tribe undertaken in violation of the permanent 

injunction, into an open invitation to continuously appeal Judge Boldt’s original 

U&A determinations on the basis that they are clearly erroneous and unsupported 

by facts in the record.  While Judge Boldt’s Orders were certainly susceptible to 

the latter type of challenge, the time permitted under FRAP 4 for bringing them has 

long since expired. 

                                                 
13 See, e.g., Tulalip, 794 F.3d at 1134-1135 (noting burden is on the challenging 
Tribe to show the absence of any evidence, not on the Tribe whose U&A is being 
challenged to demonstrate that the evidence before Judge Boldt was sufficient to 
support his finding as a matter of law). 
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The burden here is on S’Klallam to demonstrate that it is more likely than 

not that Judge Boldt intended to bifurcate Lummi’s U&A and exclude the 

Contested Water lying between without actually saying so.  In discharging its 

burden, S’Klallam must show there was no evidence of any nature before Judge 

Boldt from which it can be reasonably inferred that he intended to include the 

Contested Waters within Lummi’s U&A.  If on review the record before Judge 

Boldt is in equipoise—it is just as likely as not that the Contested Waters were 

intended to be included as they were intended to be excluded—then the burden is 

not met.   As set forth below, when consideration is given to the entire record 

before Judge Boldt, including general evidence of Lummi fishing and travel, it is 

clear that S’Klallam has failed to discharge their burden in this case. 

1. As this Court has consistently held, evidence before Judge Boldt of 
either travel or fishing, precludes a challenging Tribe from meeting its 
burden under the Muckleshoot Analysis. 

Even prior to the recent decision in Tulalip,14 this Court’s pronouncements 

on the application of the Muckleshoot Analysis have been consistent and clear—

evidence of travel or fishing before Judge Boldt precludes a challenging Tribe 

from meeting its burden under the Muckleshoot Analysis.15  As recently reaffirmed 

                                                 
14 Tulalip, 794 F.3d 1129 (2015). 
15 See, e.g., Upper Skagit Indian Tribe v. Washington, 590 F.3d at 1023 (9th Cir. 
2010) (“[the plaintiff] has the burden to show that there was no evidence before 
Judge Boldt that [the defendant] fished [in the contested waters] or traveled 
there.”) (emphasis added); U.S. v. Lummi Indian Tribe, 235 F.3d 443, 452 ( 9th 
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in Tulalip, a conclusion that the Contested Waters were a likely travel route for 

Lummi at treaty time, combined with Dr. Lane’s report noting that the deeper salt-

water areas, such as the Contested Waters here, “served as public thoroughfares, 

and as such, were used as fishing areas by anyone traveling through such waters”16 

constitutes “some evidence” before Judge Boldt and precludes S’Klallam from 

meeting their burden under the Muckleshoot Analysis.17 

Notably, S’Klallam conceded below that Lummi would have likely traveled 

through the Contested Waters when transiting between its U&A in the San Juan 

Islands and the southern terminus of Lummi’s U&A near the “present environs of 

Seattle.”18  The value of such a concession, however, is fairly limited given the 

rather obvious geographic necessity for Lummi to have traveled through the 

Contested Waters to reach Admiralty Inlet.19  That Judge Boldt would have 

understood the necessity of such travel is confirmed by his description of Lummi’s 

U&A as a continuous range including the “marine areas of northern Puget Sound 

                                                                                                                                                             
Cir. 2000) (holding Lummi had U&A in Admiralty Inlet based on finding that it 
was a likely travel route). 
16 Political and Economic Aspects of Indian-White Culture Contact in Western 
Washington in the Mid-19th Century (ER 50-99) at ER 73 (emphasis added). 
17 Tulalip, 794 F.3d at 1135-1136. 
18 See Excerpt of S’Klallam’s Motion for Summary Judgment, Supp. ER 1 
(describing Lummi as the “transiting tribe” in reference to Lummi’s travel through 
the Contested Waters). 
19 See, e.g., Lummi Opening Brief, Dkt. 21 at p. 58 (Map depicting location of San 
Juan Island and Admiralty Inlet, noting that they are separated by the Contested 
Waters). 
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from the Fraser River south to the present environs of Seattle.”20  Those two 

words—“from” and “to”—when used in series, are commonly understood to 

indicate a point of beginning (“from”) and a place of ending (“to”).21 Judge Boldt 

used the words “from” and “to” in several other U&A descriptions in his Orders, 

and never once used them in a manner making it likely he intended to suggest any 

kind of discontinuity.  To affirm the District Court’s findings, this Court must 

conclude that Judge Boldt intended to describe a non-continuous or bifurcated 

U&A area.  Because Judge Boldt used “from” and “to” when describing the 

geographic scope of Lummi’s U&A in Boldt I, however, such a conclusion can 

only be reached if this Court holds not only that Judge Boldt did not mean what he 

said, but that he intended the exact opposite meaning. 

Given the geographic necessity of travel through the Contested Waters for 

Lummi to reach their U&A in Admiralty Inlet,22 Dr. Lane’s testimony regarding 

                                                 
20 Boldt I, 384 F. Supp. at 360-361 (FF 46). 
21 Black’s Law Dictionary, (Abr. 5th ed. 1983) at 340;  See also Merriam 
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary (10th ed. 1994) at 468 (“1- used as a function 
word to indicate a starting point of a physical movement or a starting point in 
measuring or reckoning or in a statement of limits …(cost from $5 to $10)…”); id. 
(“from” and “to” when used together also indicate “completeness”); Roget’s 
International Thesaurus (3d ed.1962) (“56. Completeness…19. from beginning to 
end, from end to end, from first to last, from A to Z.”) (bold in original). 
22 U.S. v. Lummi Indian Tribe, 235 F.3d at 451-452 (holding Lummi has U&A in 
Admiralty Inlet because it is the only and most likely way Lummi would have 
reached the environs of Seattle). 
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the use of deeper salt-water areas for fishing by all Tribes traveling through them,23 

and Judge Boldt’s use of “from” and “to” to describe Lummi’s U&A,24 the only 

plausible interpretation of Boldt I with respect to Lummi is that Judge Boldt 

intended to include the Contested Waters within the geographic scope of Lummi’s 

U&A.  S’Klallam thus cannot meet their burden under the Muckleshoot Analysis, 

and the District Court’s grant of summary judgment should be reversed. 

2. The Contested Waters are not part of the Strait of Juan de Fuca that 
this Court has previously found to be outside of Lummi’s U&A. 

The only map of the Contested Waters that is in the record and considered 

by Judge Boldt depicts the Strait of Juan de Fuca as an area located to the west of 

the Contested Waters.25  The Exhibit USA-62 was specifically cited to by Judge 

Boldt in Boldt I with reference to his description of Lummi’s U&A.26  The District 

Court’s inexplicable disregard of Judge Boldt’s consideration of Exhibit USA-62 

flies in the face of this Court’s prior holdings that the evidence cited to by Judge 

Boldt in his findings in Boldt I is the most relevant in determining his likely 

                                                 
23 See supra at n. 10. 
24 See supra at nn. 14-15; see also Upper Skagit Indian Tribe v. Washington, 590 
F.3d at 1023 (noting the text of the order at issue is relevant in determining Judge 
Boldt’s likely intent). 
25 See Map labeled and entered into evidence as Exhibit USA-62, ER 200 (“USA-
62”). 
26 See Boldt I, 384 F. Supp. at 360-61 (FF 46 describing Lummi’s U&A as the 
“marine areas of northern Puget Sound from the Fraser River south to the present 
environs of Seattle,” and citing to USA-62). 
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intent.27  Based on Exhibit USA-62’s depiction of the location of the Strait of Juan 

de Fuca, it is likely that Judge Boldt, when referring to the “Strait of Juan de Fuca” 

in Boldt I, was referring to waters generally located to the west of a line running 

northeasterly from New Dungeness to Trial Island (but no further east). 

This Court may consider additional evidence if it sheds light on the 

understanding that Judge Boldt had of the geography at the time.28  Beginning in 

1974, the Puget Sound Vessel Traffic Service (“VTS”), operated by the United 

States Coast Guard, began requiring positional reporting by radio for vessel traffic 

underway in the Puget Sound at all points “east of New Dungeness Light.”29  USA-

62’s depiction of the location of the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Lummi’s contention 

regarding the boundaries of the Strait are both consistent with the United States 

Coast Guard’s contemporaneous VTS implementation—placing the Contested 

Waters within the Puget Sound, as opposed to the Strait of Juan de Fuca.  While 

certainly not dispositive, the United States Coast Guard’s VTS implementation for 

the Puget Sound contemporaneous with the proceedings in Boldt I, does suggest 

that the Contested Waters would have been commonly understood by Judge Boldt 

                                                 
27 Muckleshoot III, 235 F.3d at 434 (noting that exhibits specifically cited in 
support of findings of fact in Boldt I are “the most relevant evidence” bearing on 
Judge Boldt’s likely intent). 
28 See Muckleshoot I, 141 F.3d at 1360 (so noting).   
29 See Puget Sound VTS Factsheet, Supp. ER 2 (emphasis added) also available at 
http://www.uscg.mil/d13/lib/doc/factsheet/vts_puget_sound.pdf  (last visited 
1/19/2016),  
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to have been within the Puget Sound as opposed to the Strait of Juan de Fuca. 

No party can seriously dispute that any Tribe traveling from the Fraser 

River, Haro Strait, or Rosario Strait in the north, to Admiralty Inlet in the south, 

would have, more likely than not, traveled through the Contested Waters on the 

way.  The only way to read consistently this Court’s prior holdings in Tulalip30 and 

U.S. v. Lummi Indian Tribe31 that evidence of travel supports a finding of U&A, 

and the holding in U.S. v. Lummi Indian Tribe affirming the District Court’s 

finding that the Strait of Juan de Fuca is outside of Lummi’s U&A as described in 

Boldt I,32 is to hold now that the Contested Waters are not located in the Strait of 

Juan de Fuca.  Given that such a holding is solidly supported by the depiction of 

the location of the Strait of Juan de Fuca in Exhibit USA-62 and in 

contemporaneous descriptions of the Puget Sound, the conclusion that the 

Contested Waters are outside of the Strait of Juan de Fuca as used by Judge Boldt 

is also manifestly correct.  This Court should therefore reverse the District Court to 

the extent that the District Court erroneously found that the Contested Waters are 

within the Strait of Juan de Fuca as described by Judge Boldt. 

 

                                                 
30 Tulalip, 794 F.3d at 1135-1136. 
31 U.S. v. Lummi Indian Tribe, 235 F.3d at 451-452 (holding Lummi has U&A in 
Admiralty Inlet because it is the only and most likely way Lummi would have 
reached the environs of Seattle). 
32 See U.S. v. Lummi Nation, 763 F.3d 1180, 1187-1188 at n. 1 (9th Cir. 2014) (so 
noting). 
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B. In the alternative, the outer limits of Lummi’s U&A have not been 
specifically determined, and this Court should remand to the District Court to 
permit proceedings under 25(a)(6). 

As noted above, the most supportable holding in this case is that the 

Contested Waters are located to the east of the Strait of Juan de Fuca as that body 

of water was understood by Judge Boldt, and Judge Boldt likely intended to 

include the Contested Waters within his description of Lummi’s U&A.  If, 

however, this Court reaches a different conclusion, it does not follow that Lummi 

is foreclosed from showing the existence of U&A in the Contested Waters under 

Paragraph 25(a)(6).  As already noted, Judge Boldt did not intend for his decision 

in Boldt I to set the ultimate boundaries of any Tribe’s U&A or comprehensively 

describe every place at which the Tribes had U&A.33  Paragraph 25(a)(1) 

proceedings like this case have almost uniformly functioned as a continuing 

mechanism for the District Court (on motion of any party) to prohibit a Tribe from 

fishing in an area where the Court has not previously determined that Tribe to have 

U&A.34 

A distinct function is served by 25(a)(6), which is to enable a Tribe to 

invoke the continuing jurisdiction of the District Court in order to obtain a ruling 

regarding “the location of [its] usual and accustomed fishing grounds not 

                                                 
33 See supra at n. 5. 
34 A Tribe may also invoke the Court’s jurisdiction under 25(a)(1) in order to 
confirm that actions it has taken or planned are “in conformity with Final Decision 
#1 or this injunction.”  U.S. v. Washington, 18 F.Supp.3d at 1213. 
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specifically determined by Final Decision #1.”35  A finding by the District Court 

(or a holding by this Court) in a Paragraph 25(a)(1) proceeding that a Tribe is 

fishing in an area where it does not presently have established U&A does not in all 

circumstances require a corollary determination that the Tribe does not have U&A 

in that area—only that the Tribe has not had the existence of U&A in that location 

previously determined.36  Where a court has held that a previous decision 

(including Boldt I) did not determine U&A in a given area under 25(a)(1) based on 

the absence of evidence in the record,37 a Tribe should not be prohibited from 

invoking the Court’s jurisdiction under 25(a)(6) either in the same or a subsequent 

proceeding, and seeking an order specifically determining whether that Tribe has 

U&A in a given location in the first instance. 

This Court’s earlier determination that the eastern boundary of the Strait of 

Juan de Fuca and Lummi’s U&A in the contested waters had not been determined 

explicitly or by necessary implication compels a conclusion that Paragraph 

                                                 
35  Id. 
36 As a practical matter, the burden under the Muckleshoot Analysis requires a 
challenging Tribe to show that there was no evidence in front of Judge Boldt from 
which his intent to include an area within a Tribe’s U&A may be inferred.  See, 
e.g., Tulalip, 794 F.3d at 1133 (noting burden under prong two of the Muckleshoot 
Analysis).  The absence of evidence in the record, however, is not the same thing 
as evidence of absence.  U.S. v. Acosta-Gallardo, 656 F.3d 1109, 1117-1118 (10th 
Cir. 2011) (“absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.”). 
37 As distinguished from a proceeding in which a Tribe is specifically determined 
not to have U&A in an area based on evidence in the record demonstrating that the 
Tribe did not fish there at treaty time. 
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25(a)(6) can and should apply to confer continuing jurisdiction on the District 

Court.38  There is no meaningful distinction that can be drawn between 

“specifically” as used in Paragraph 25(a)(6)39 and “explicitly” as used in the law of 

the case doctrine.40  If a court has already specifically (or explicitly) determined the 

existence or lack of a Tribe’s U&A in particular waters in a prior decision, the 

Muckleshoot Analysis should be wholly unnecessary—a court could merely point 

to the relevant decision and resolve the case on its face (as law of the case).  If, as 

here, law of the case does not apply and requires a determination that the Tribe, as 

a matter of law, did or did not fish in certain waters at treaty time, then a decision 

sustaining a 25(a)(1) challenge can only be based upon on a finding that no prior 

decision has specifically determined that a Tribe has U&A in the particular area at 

issue. 

As a result, in the event that the Court sustains a 25(a)(1) challenge under 

“step two” of the Muckleshoot Analysis on the basis of the lack of evidence in the 

record before Judge Boldt,41 the affected Tribe should be permitted to invoke 

Paragraph 25(a)(6) because the decision in the context of Paragraph 25(a)(1) 

                                                 
38 U.S. v. Lummi Nation, 763 F.3d 1180, 1187-88 (9th Cir. 2014) (so holding). 
39 U.S. v. Washington, 18 F.Supp.3d at 1213. 
40 See e.g., Milgard Tempering, Inc. v. Selas Corp. of America, 902 F.2d 703, 715 
(9th Cir. 1990) (holding law of the case inapplicable because an issue had not been 
“specifically” addressed by a prior order).   
41 As distinguished from evidence demonstrating that the Tribe actually did not fish 
in waters subject to the challenge at treaty time. 
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proceedings necessarily implies that the affected Tribe’s U&A was never 

“specifically” determined as to those waters in the first instance, and therefore the 

decision is properly within the District Court’s continuing jurisdiction. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Suquamish respectfully requests that this Court 

reverse the Judgment of the District Court granting S’Klallam’s motion for 

summary judgment, and remand with instructions to enter judgment in favor of 

Lummi on the grounds that evidence in the record before Judge Boldt precludes 

S’Klallam from discharging its burden to show it is more likely than not that Judge 

Boldt intended to exclude the Contested Waters from Lummi U&A or, in the 

alternative, that this Court remand this case to the District Court with instructions 

to permit proceedings in accordance with Paragraph 25(a)(6) of the permanent 

injunction to go forward. 

Dated this 22nd day of January, 2016. 

KARNOPP PETERSEN LLP 
 
 
s/ John W. Ogan 
John W. Ogan OSB# 065940 
jwo@karnopp.com 
TEL: (541) 382-3011 
FAX: (541) 383-3073 
Of Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant 
Suquamish Indian Tribe 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

I hereby certify that on January 22, 2016, I electronically filed the foregoing 

document with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system which will send 

notification of such filing to all parties registered in the CM/ECF system for this 

matter. 

 
DATED this 22nd day of January, 2016. 
 

KARNOPP PETERSEN LLP 
 
 
s/ John W. Ogan 
John W. Ogan OSB# 065940 
jwo@karnopp.com 
TEL: (541) 382-3011 
FAX: (541) 383-3073 
Of Attorneys for Defendant-Appellant 
Suquamish Indian Tribe 
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STATEMENT OF RELATED CASES 
 

Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28-2.6, Suquamish hereby identifies the following related 

cases: 

Upper Skagit Indian Tribe v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, No. 15-35540.  This 

appeal arises out of the same underlying district court proceeding also involving a 

challenge brought pursuant to Paragraph 25(a)(1), but involves distinct Tribes and 

a separate district court sub proceeding  (No. 2:14-sp-01-RSM). 
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